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The King a Slave Maiden
Once upon a time, there was a kind king that ruled
over a big, extended country.
His beautiful palace was made of white marble and
around his palace was stretched and green plains and
beautiful jungles. He had a happy life there. He
sometimes went hunting as one of his hobbies. One
day, as one of his court men suggested, he decided to
go hunting. The hunting place was not far from his
palace but they had to take what they need with
themselves. People that had become aware of his
travel to the hunting place as it had been announced
by the beadles, was standing in lines next to the road
he was riding on toward the hunting place to see him
and his companions. Suddenly, he saw a nice face of a
maiden among the people and fell in her love so
deeply. He stopped and ordered one of his
companions to buy that slave maiden, belonging to a
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rich man, by all possible means and to take her to the
court.
The king that was hunting himself was entrapped by
the beautiful eyes of the maiden and he was captured
in her love. When she was taken to the court,
everybody wondered about her beauty and well-built
body. The king could not contain his happiness but his
prosperity and happiness did not take long and the
maiden that the king was dependent to her became
patient very suddenly.
The court physician could not cure her regardless all
his strives so the king, who became very depressed,
decided to summon all the best physicians of all over
the country and told them: “This maiden is the hope
of my life. I will grant all my treasure to whoever that
can cure the maiden, who is paling day by day.”
As the physicians, who were all very resourceful and
experienced, trusted their knowledge and experience,
the assured the king that they could cure the maiden
soon but they forgot that in curing the diseases, this is
God’s will and intention that play the most significant
role besides the physicians’ knowledge and their
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medicines. If God did not intend for a patient cure, no
medicine can be a help for him. So, while the
physicians did their best not only did she become
better but also she became worse day by day. Awhile
passed and the maiden got thin and pale and the king
that would not live her even for a moment did not
know what he had to do. He just kept weeping and
bewailing.
After tolerating many difficulties, finally the king
found out that her cure is out of the hands of the
physicians and he had to turn to God and to request
Him for a remedy. So, he started to pray sincerely and
from the bottom of his heart and to talk with God for
hours until while bewailing and weeping, the king fell
asleep.
In his dreams, the king met a shining old that told him
that the next day a divine physician would come to
him and in his method of curing the king could see the
God’s power.
The next morning, when the king was standing on the
palace balcony, he noticed a nice, shining old coming
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toward the palace from a long distance like a delicate
dream.
The king went to welcome him and took the godly
physician to the maiden’s bedroom. While he was
checking the maiden’s pulse, the physician asked her
to tell him about his past. When the maiden was
talking about her time in the city of Samarghand
during her talks about her past, her pulse beat faster
and her states changed. So, the godly physician
noticed that the reason of her disease is not physical
and her heart was in someone’s love and this made
her patient and fainting. Godly physician talked with
her for awhile and found out the secret of her heart.
Then he told the king that the maiden loved a
goldsmith, who lived in the city of Samarghand, and
asked him to send someone to bring the goldsmith to
marry the maiden and then she would be cured.
The king that had seen a divine light in the face of that
stranger guest accepted his order. The king’s
messenger brought the goldsmith with the promise of
a position in the palace and money. Then the king
ordered him to get married to the maiden.
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Six months passed and they were happily lived with
each other. The king was also happy because of the
presence of that stranger guest. The king became so
dependent to that old shining man whose words were
all of knowledge and cognition and he loved the old
physician to that degree that he forgot his love to the
maiden. Incidentally, the goldsmith got sick and was
losing his beauty and attraction gradually and he got
pale.
The maiden that loved just his beauty, something that
was vanishing, soon forgot her love to the young of
Samarghand.
Yes, that is always like this. A love that is for
superficial beauty has no result better than that as no
face a will be beautiful forever and no beauty will be
stable. The goldsmith of Samarghand that was a
greedy man and just for the hope of money and a
position in the palace left his wife and children did not
survive that disease and he died after awhile and with
his death the maiden survived an unreal love but the
king was not interested to her anymore and all his
thoughts were focused on the shining learned to be
able to become familiar with more cognition.
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The Parrot and the Grocer’s Businessman
Many years ago, in a small town lived a grocer’s
businessman. The town had some bazaars and
shopping centers. The business man had his store in
the biggest bazaar of the town and in his store he sold
many different things like grains and different oils.
The businessman had placed the jars containing oil
and nectarines of the flowers on the tallest shelves that
the customers could see them well.
The business man was very active and he was
interested in plants and flowers some much so he put
some vases in his shop corners and watered them
every day. However the main thing of his shop that he
was interested in was a green talking parrot that
imitated both the birds’ sounds and humans’ words.
So it was the reason for customers’ attraction and
consequently the flourishing of grocer’s shop
business.
The customers enjoyed the pleasant points and
subtleties the parrot was saying. The beautiful parrot
was also a guard for the shop and whenever the
businessman would leave the shop for doing
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something, it was taking care of the shop. Once early
in the morning when the bazaar was not crowded and
the businessman did not come to the shop yet a big
black cat, which was passing by the shop, made the
parrot frightened by its look. The parrot that was
afraid of the cat’s fearful eyes very much, to escape
from its scaring look rapidly flew to another corner of
the shop and hit flower nectarines jars unintentionally
and broke them.
The businessman entered his shop happily as usual
and greeted the parrot but after awhile when he sat on
his place he noticed that his cloths got greasy and the
oils and nectarines were spilled on the shop floor. He
became so furious so he hit a blow to the head of the
poor parrot that he lost his head features. The parrot
got broken-hearted so it silked the businessman and in
a corner of the shop kept sitting silently for several
days after that accident.
The businessman, who loves the parrot so much,
became very upset. He gave money to many of his
customers to see if they could make the parrot talk
and sing again. But no one could succeed.
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Finally, one day that the businessman was sitting on a
shop platform outside the shop, he saw a bald man
passing. The parrot that was looking at the people’s
travelling through the bazaar saw him too and out of a
sudden shouted: “Oh! Bald man how did you become
bald? Did you break the Jars too?”
The businessman and the passers-by burst into
laughter because of such analogy the parrot drawn.
The businessman thought with himself that superficial
similarities can’t be a reason for the real similarities
between things.
The Jewish King
In very old times, there lived a very cruel and
malicious king. This king hated the Christians too
much as he was Jewish. He hated them to that limit
that had ordered the Christianity followers be killed
wherever they are seen.
Awhile passed and everyday in a part of his land some
innocents were being killed. The mourning of shelter
less people was useless and they had nowhere to
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complain and the king was so happy as he thought
that he was supporting the Judaism.
Anyway, one day as he was sitting on his throne and
was planning for eradicating of the Christians, his
malicious and spiteful minister when saw him sad
went toward him with a deceitful smile and said: “O!
King, I know the solution of what you are thinking of.
With wrath and force, people’s ideas can’t be changed
and converted. You have to do those with deceit.” As
the king did not know what he meant, he kept silent
for the minister to express his recommendation.
The malicious minister that noticed his words affected
the king’s heart said: “the best way to annihilate the
Christians is to deceive them in a way that they come
to us themselves and make their believe apparent to
us. To do so, you have to announce that I, your
minister, believe in Christianity then you have to
order my ears and noise to be cut and I to be exiled to
a remote town as a punishment for my believe.” As
the king wished to annihilate the Christians, he
accepted whatever his malicious minister had said so
after getting his noise and ears to be cut, he ordered to
exile him to a remote town.
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The town to that the minister was exiled was the town
many Christians lived there that while believing in
their faith from the bottom of their hearts but
dissimulated as the king ruling over that was Jewish
that hated the Christians so they pretended to Judaism
to protect themselves from the king and his
authorities. The malicious minister went and resided
there with his injured face and a very sad, depressed
appearance. Since the Christians had heard that he
had been faced the king’s wrath and punished because
of his interest in Christianity, they welcomed him
lovingly and they accepted to do everything for his
satisfaction. The malevolent minister started telling
those simple-minded people that it was for years he
converted to Christianity and he strived to become
aware of the subtleties and nuances of that religion. At
last, when the king became aware of his attempts, he
tortured him in that way.
The minister lived in that way for a long time there
and the Christian became interested in him so deeply
and to a surprising degree. They believed him
unbelievably. At those days, the Christians were
divided into twelve groups and each of them had a
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head and all of them were under the influence of that
malevolent minister and they were following his
words as they had considered him the Jesus’
representative. So they fulfilled his orders by their
souls and hearts as if he had been their main teacher
and had been their friend and benevolence.
On the other side, the king was waiting anxiously to
see the consequences of the ministers’ actions and
what he would do while the minister was
corrosponding the king through reliable messengers
and let him know what was going on there. Anyhow,
years passed in the very way and the Christians
became more interested in him day by day. At last,
one day the king was informed that the minister was
intended to put the Christians in a fully-fledged
calamity and annihilate them all. The king got so
happy by hearing of that news as he was longing for
that day for many years.
Let us see what the malicious minister did to the
Christians. His plan for their annihilation was to make
them fight with each other in a way. As a result, he
wrote a scroll for each of the twelve religious leaders
of the Christians and in each scroll he wrote specific
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instructions and teachings that were all in contrast
with each other as his very purpose was just creating
clashes and wars among them. for example, he wrote
in one of the scrolls: “To be good men and to protect
your souls from the evils you need to tolerate
hardships.” And in another scroll gave to another
leader he had written exactly the opposite and had
said that it had not been necessary to tolerate
hardships for protecting the souls from the evils.
Somewhere he had told that they had to serve people
sincerely and expect no payment for that and in
another scroll he had stated that serving people would
not cause the purification of human’s soul as human
attempted to serve just to bring himself in the center
of attention unintentionally and this would lead to
vanity and egoism so we had to serve other just for a
payment.
Accordingly, the malevolent minister decreed twelve
different things in his twelve scrolls he had written for
the twelve leaders. He pretended that each scroll
included the true rules of the religion of Jesus Christ
and these rules had to be observed accordingly.
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All in all, the minister acted in a way that each leader
believed that leader, he, was the true successor of the
malicious minister and other leaders had to follow
him. Then he planed another conspiracy and quitted
advising and preaching and isolated himself
somewhere. While the leaders expressed their
sorrowfulness of being away from him, the minister
kept himself in isolation, inconsiderate to their
impatiently weeping and mourning. He pretended he
was praying while in fact he did not.
In his isolation, the devil minister was saying himself:
“You simple-minded people accepted my words that
were all a trap for your annihilation. Now I had
deceived the twelve leaders you love so much that
each one thinks after my death he is my true
successor. So, to start a clash among them and a real
fight among you, I will commit a suicide. After
pondering over these issues, finally the malevolent
minister committed the suicide after forty days. The
Christian got crazy when they heard his death and
they loved him to that degree as if at his funeral they
were crying blood.
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After a long time of mourning, the Jesus followers
one day decided unanimously to choose the minister’s
successor.
That was the very moment that the malicious minister
was longing for that. At that day, one of the leaders
stood before the followers and addressed then and
said: “I am the minister’s successor and this is his
decree for my succession.” Another leader stepped
forward and said: “I am the successor not you and his
own decree given to me by the minister to appoint me
as his successor.” The first leader got furious and said:
“It is not possible. Your decree is fake. I don’t accept
that.” Then he drew his sword to attack the second
leader. At that moment, a third leader came forward
and claimed that by the decree he had in his hand he
was the true successor. This made the two first leaders
to point their swords toward him and to move toward
him furiously. Suddenly another leader got up and
said: “be quite. Don’t make a fuss for nothing. This is
the minister’s decree and I am his successor. You can
read it aloud and check its originality.” At last, a real
clamor was started and while everybody was wrathful
and agitated, they yelled at each other and drew his
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sword for others. All leaders shouted that he was the
true successor as he received his succession decree
from the minister himself directly.
In that way, the twelve religious leaders of the
Christian began to fight with each other with their
sharp swords and to kill each other. The followers of
each leader consequently began to attack the other
followers with their swords, sticks, maces or whatever
they had in hand and they started to kill each other.
The seed of hostility that the malicious minister had
planted in the hearts’ of all twelve leaders by giving
different scrolls to them now was flourishing in the
form of a massacre. In that fight, hundreds of
thousands of Christians were killed and many people
were injured. The cries and weeping of thousands of
women that lost their husbands and thousands of
children that lost their fathers were being heard and a
black smoke was rising from a part of the town that
was burning. Those that were alive had a feeling as if
their hearts were put into a fire.
All these fights and killings or destruction was just the
result of their nescience.
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The Master and The squint-eyed Pupil
Many times ago, in a small town, a learned physician
was living. The town people called him ‘Master’ as he
was skilled in all knowledge of his time. He was
saying wise words and he was a deserved physician.
He made different medicines from different plants and
prescribed them for his patients. The people knew if
they would use his medicines once or twice, they
would be cured so everybody loved the Master. Some
of the town young people were interested to learn
medicine and pharmacy from the Master. He accepted
to teach just one pupil each time. Incidentally, one
time, one of the pupils he accepted was squint-eyed
and he had double images of whatever he looked at.
Once, the Master was preparing a medicine in his
working place when that squinted-eye pupil entered
and greeted him. After answering his greetings back,
the Master continued his job. While he was mixing
several liquids with each other, he remembered that he
had to add a yellow liquid that had been in a jar in
another room. So, he asked his pupil to go to the
room and to bring that jar. When the pupil returned
from the room empty-handed he asked the Master
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which of the two jars that had been in the room the
Master needed.
The Master told him that in the room there was just
one jar and not two. So, again the pupil went to the
room but he returned to Master empty-handed and
said: “Don’t joke me please, the Master. Please tell
me which of the two jars that both contain a yellow
liquid is what you need.” The Master replied nicely:
“There is just one jar in the room but as your doublesightedness, you see that single jar as two. So, make
the long story short and bring me that single jar.” But
again the pupil returned to him empty-handed and
repeated his previous words. The Master that got
impatient and to prove him his double-sightedness
and that he was right said: “break one of them and
bring the other one.”
The pupil went back to the room happily and broke
that single jar he perceived had been one of the jars
and right as that one broke, the picture of both jars in
his eyes disappeared. The pupil was wondering that
the Master had been right as if there had been two jars
there why after breaking one, why both jars
disappeared. We have to know that like the squinted18

eye pupil that had a fault in his eyes, if there is a fault
in our moralities and characteristic, we can’t see
things right. For example, bad features and adjectives
like jealousy and spitefulness cause us not to be able
to see other’s goodness and positive points. I ask God
to keep us away from ‘bad adjectives’.
Leyli’s Beauty
Once upon a time, in a desert near Damascus, some
tribes were living that they had business ties with each
other. The difficult situation of living in that desert
caused these tribes to have closer and friendlier ties.
The name of one of these tribes was ‘Amer’. The tribe
people accepted an old man that was rich and of great
dignity as their master. His cherishing of the poor and
hospitability caused him to become very well-known.
This generous man had a good-looking and lovely son
named ‘Gheys’ that was born after many years of
prayers of the generous man before God and actually
he was God’s gift for him.
The son’s face was so handsome that when he was ten
his beauty was famous among all people legendarily
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and to add internal and moral beauty to his physical
beauty he was sent to school. It was a school where
young boys and girls of different Arab tribes are sent
there to learn knowledge with all its difficulty.
The name of one of the girls there was Leyli. She had
long hair like a noose and eyes like a ghazal. She was
the kindest child of that school and because of her
lovely and friendly manner, she became Gheys’
friend.
Hours and years passed very rapidly. The simple
friendship of those two children that now were
grownups changed to a great love. When Gheys’
father became aware of that love, with some of the old
men of his tribe he went to Leyli’s tribe tents and
during a glorious ceremony proposed Leyli for his
son. But Leyli’s father did not accept their proposal
and said: “Your child, Gheys, is a good young but he
is insane. He is always moving around Leyli’s tent
and as we force him to be away, he moves around the
tribe. Be aware that we can’t marry a person with such
degree of insanity.”
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Gheys’ father did whatever he could but as he did not
succeed, Gheys was crying to that degree as if blood
was coming out of his eyes instead of tears and his
story became the subject of every circle and gettogetherness. Once that the Caliph was sitting in his
throne, his companions told him the story Gheys’
state and his father and told him that Gheys was an
insane young and a lover poet that resided in deserts
and mountains and he became animals’ friends. The
Caliph that was shocked of this incident ordered to
take Leily to his court as soon as possible to be able to
see the wonderful beauty of Leyli. The next day,
Caliph’s order was done and Leyli was taken to his
court. The caliph got surprised so much when he saw
Leyli as he did not notice any special beauty in her.
So he told her: “While you are not more beautiful than
other women and girls how you could make Gheys
insane to this extent.” Leyli with a great selfconfidence answered: “O, Caliph! Be quite as you are
not Gheys.”
Yes, Gheys had seen a reality in Leyli that others
failed to see that. It was that reality that made him
insane. ‘The reality’ is the Leyli of the existing world
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that for seeing it we have to be an aware lover. If we
are eager for the reality Gheys like, we will recognize
that.
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